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Due to their initial lack of emphasis on energy and natural resources,
exogenous and endogenous growth models have suffered the same
critic regarding the limits to economic growth imposed by finite Earth
resources. Thus, various optimal control models that incorporate
energy or natural resources have been developed during the last
decades. However, in all these models the importance of the Energy
Return On Energy Investment (EROI) has never been raised. The EROI is
the ratio of the quantity of energy delivered by a given process to the
quantity of energy consumed in this same process. Hence, the EROI is
a measure of the accessibility of a resource, meaning that the higher
the EROI the greater the amount of net energy delivered to society in
order to support economic growth. The present article build a bridge
upon the vacuum lying between the different literatures related to
endogenous economic growth, the EROI and the necessary transition
from nonrenewable to renewable energy. We provide an endogenous
economic growth model subject to the physical limits of the real world
(i.e. fossil and renewable energy production costs have functional
forms that respect physical constraints). The model is able to
reproduce (based on world data) an increasing reliance on fossil fuels
from an early renewable era and the subsequent inevitable transition
towards complete renewable energy that human will have to deal
with in a not-too-far future. Through simulation we define the
conditions for having a smooth transition from fossil to renewable
energy and we study in which circumstances this transition can have
negative impacts on economic growth (peak followed by a degrowth
phase). In such cases, the implementation of a carbon tax can
partially smooth this unfortunate dynamics depending on the ways of
use of the carbon tax income.
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Abstract
Due to their initial lack of emphasis on energy and natural resources, exogenous and
endogenous growth models have suffered the same critic regarding the limits to economic
growth imposed by finite Earth resources. Thus, various optimal control models that
incorporate energy or natural resources have been developed during the last decades.
However, in all these models the importance of the Energy Return On Energy Investment
(EROI) has never been raised. The EROI is the ratio of the quantity of energy delivered by a
given process to the quantity of energy consumed in this same process. Hence, the EROI is a
measure of the accessibility of a resource, meaning that the higher the EROI the greater the
amount of net energy delivered to society in order to support economic growth. The present
article build a bridge upon the vacuum lying between the different literatures related to
endogenous economic growth, the EROI and the necessary transition from nonrenewable to
renewable energy. We provide an endogenous economic growth model subject to the physical
limits of the real world (i.e. fossil and renewable energy production costs have functional
forms that respect physical constraints). The model is able to reproduce (based on world data)
an increasing reliance on fossil fuels from an early renewable era and the subsequent
inevitable transition towards complete renewable energy that human will have to deal with in
a not-too-far future. Through simulation we define the conditions for having a smooth
transition from fossil to renewable energy and we study in which circumstances this transition
can have negative impacts on economic growth (peak followed by a degrowth phase). In
such cases, the implementation of a carbon tax can partially smooth this unfortunate dynamics
depending on the ways of use of the carbon tax income.
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1. Introduction
Compared to previous millenniums of existence, human societies have experienced
tremendous increases of development during the last one hundred and fifty years (Maddison,
2001). This pattern is commonly measured by the growth of the Gross World Product (GWP)
at global scale, or Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at national level. As imperfect as these
indicators are, they remain the mere focus of attention of economists, policy makers and
media. Since Solow (1956), an important literature on endogenous growth models has been
developed proposing different mechanisms for the origin of growth: human capital
accumulation (Lucas, 1988; Rebelo, 1991), physical capital accumulation (Romer, 1986,
1990, Aghion and Howitt, 1992), public investment in education or research and development
(Grossman and Helpman, 1991, Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1995, Barro, 1996). But all these
approaches ultimately raise the questions of the constitutive elements of the production
function, the possibilities of taking into account their effects on growth, and the ways of
deploying them in order to encourage their accumulation to support economic growth.
Furthermore, these models have received two main critics. First, they are essentially
qualitative since their main variables (physical capital, human capital, and innovation) are not
always readily quantifiable (Warr and Ayres, 2012). Second, they do not take into account the
limits to economic growth imposed by finite Earth resources formally addressed by Meadows
et al. (1972). Responding to these critics in economic growth theory has implied to integrate a
natural resource input in models and to postulate that human-made capital would be a perfect
substitute for this natural resource input, or that technological progress would have to be
infinite (Solow, 1974; Stiglitz, 1974; Dasgupta and Heal, 1974). Endogenous growth models
that took into account the finiteness of natural resources as Smulders (1995) concluded that
sustainable growth is possible as long as new knowledge is steadily accumulated thanks to
constant or positive returns to scale (i.e. spillovers from human capital accumulation). In such
models, it is acknowledged that material growth is finite, but because value added is supposed
to become increasingly dematerialized and based on knowledge, economic growth can
continue forever. In addition, it is worth noting that most of these conceptual frameworks
must be understood as short-term explanation for contemporary growth, but they are
completely unable to explain how humanity was able to leave a state of Malthusian stagnation
characterized by a very low rate of growth for population, output and technological progress,
to the state of sustained growth that countries affected by the Industrial Revolution have been
experiencing for the last two hundred years or so.
It is also important to understand that the work of Meadows et al. (1972) took place
in a broader critic of neoclassical economics because of its incompatibility with the physical
reality governed by the laws of the thermodynamics. This view of the human society as a
thermodynamic system was particularly supported by the ‘bioeconomics’ approach of
Georgescu-Roegen (1971, 1979), the ‘ecological system’ approach of Odum (1971, 1973) and
their peers (Daly, 1977; Hall et al., 1986). Despite some pure conceptual papers related to
entropy and sustainability (Perrings, 1987; O’Connor, 1991; Ayres, 1998; Krysiak, 2006), or
to the need for a broader paradigm shift in economics (Faber, 1985; Hall et al., 2001; Hall and
Klitgaard, 2006), what we prefer to call ‘biophysical economics’ has been more practically
represented by the energy science literature (input/output analysis, energy and mass flows
accounting, etc.) that started at the same time. In particular, the Energy Return On (Energy)
Investment (EROI or EROEI) has attracted many attention since any organism or system
needs to procure at least as much energy as it consumes in order to pursue its existence. The
EROI is the ratio of the quantity of energy delivered by a given process to the quantity of
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energy consumed in this same process. Hence, the EROI is a measure of the accessibility of a
resource, meaning that the higher the EROI the greater the amount of net energy delivered to
society in order to support growth (Hall et al., 2014). It is a well-spread idea (despite the lack
of emphasis of mainstream economics on this subject) that the development of industrial
societies has been largely dependent on fossil fuels and in particular on their high EROI and
consequent capacity to deliver large amounts of net energy to society. Since nonrenewable
energy sources have high EROI compared to renewable ones (Murphy and Hall, 2010; Hall et
al., 2014), a complete transition towards renewable energy would imply a decrease of the
EROI at societal level. One can easily postulate that without an adequate increase in energy
efficiency 1 , the energy transition towards complete renewable energy could force the
economy to devote higher levels of investments to the energy sector at the expense of the rest
of the economy. Despite an important literature, people working on the EROI concept have
never developed aggregated models able to assess the impact of a complete energy transition
on the EROI and economic growth. An exception to this fact is the GEMBA model of Dale et
al. (2012), which incorporate a dynamic EROI function into an aggregated model but without
any specification on the agents’ behaviour and thus completely differs from neoclassical
optimal growth models.
On the other hand, some researchers have focused their attention on the transition
between a nonrenewable and a renewable natural resource. The optimal growth model of
Tahvonen and Salo (2001) is able to represent a first phase of human development that only
rely on renewable energy, a second phase where the simultaneous exploitation of
nonrenewable and renewable energy is possible thanks to previous capital accumulation and
increasing energy demand, and a third phase where the share of nonrenewable energy is
decreasing because of increasing extraction costs, thus leading to a society that rely on
renewable energy only. Here again, the impact of the complete transition towards renewable
energy on economic growth is not specifically studied, and technological progress takes the
form of learning by doing process. In Tsur and Zemel (2005) the attention is more focused on
the R&D investments that allow a reduction in the cost of use of a backstop technology, but
the broader effect of the energy transition on economic growth is not studied. Finally,
Acemoglu et al. (2012) have studied in a more recent work the importance of the
substitutability level between nonrenewable and renewable inputs in directing endogenous
technical change, and influencing the optimal mix of environmental policies between carbon
tax and R&D subsidy. It is worth noting that in these different energy transition models, the
parallel with the EROI concept and its interaction with economic growth is never made.
Hence, the consequences of a complete energy transition towards renewable energy and its
impact on economic growth due to a potential EROI decrease have never been studied in the
mainstream economics framework.
In light of what has been presented so far, the reader can now understand that the
purpose of the present article is to build a bridge upon the vacuum lying between the different
literatures related to endogenous economic growth, the EROI and the necessary transition
from nonrenewable to renewable energy. In fact, Fagnart and Germain (2014) have started to
bridge this gap in a recent working paper in which the possibility of a smooth transition
between nonrenewable and renewable energy and its impact on the EROI and economic
growth is studied. Despite its novelty, this study presents some features that we would like to
address in the present paper: the nonrenewable energy is extracted without any capital
requirement and consequently presents an infinite EROI, the backstop technology has a
1

To be more precise, we should here speak about “energy efficiency net of any rebound effect”.
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constant capital requirement per unit of energy produced2, technological progress is bounded
but completely exogenous, and the production function in the final good sector is of Leontief
type. Furthermore in this model, it is impossible to represent a three phases development of
the energy use as in Tahvonen and Salo (2001) since the simulations need to be started with
an initial economy just before “peak oil” and no production of renewable energy. In order to
address these particular settings and other problems mentioned earlier in this introduction we
will seek to provide an endogenous economic growth model subject to the physical limits of
the real world, (i.e. fossil and renewable energy production costs have functional forms that
respect physical constraints). Our model will also be able to reproduce an increasing reliance
on fossil fuels from an early renewable era and the subsequent inevitable complete transition
toward renewable energy that human will have to deal with in a not-too-far future. In order to
do so the structure of our paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the model of a decentralized
economy subject to knowledge accumulation to improve technological progress in the
production of a final output good which primordially rely on the accessibility of a
nonrenewable and a renewable energy resource. In section 3 we precise our simulation
approach and calibration procedure. We run some simulations of the model in section 4 in
order to study its dynamics, in particular the necessary conditions to have a smooth transition
towards complete renewable energy. In section 5 we analyze the interest of the
implementation of a tax on fossil energy production to smooth the transition towards
complete renewable energy from an original simulation setting in which the energy transition
has negative impacts on economic growth. We conclude our work and discuss some of our
hypotheses for further research development in section 6.

2. The model3
The economy under consideration has three competitive markets for: final output
good, capital and energy. The production of the final good that is then used for consumption
or investment requires capital and energy. The accumulated capital is detained by households
and rented to the: nonrenewable energy, renewable energy and final good sectors.
Nonrenewable and renewable energy (hereafter NRE and RE respectively) are considered to
be perfect substitutes and are consequently sold at the same price. It is important to highlight,
especially regarding the EROI definition in section 2.6, that the NRE and RE supplies 𝐹𝑡 are
both productions net of the intrinsic energetic consumptions of their producers. A
representative firm operates the NRE stock (aggregation of coal, oil, gas and uranium
resources) with an increasing unitary cost of extraction that is however attenuated by the
technological progress level. In the same way, another representative firm exploits a free
primary RE flow (say radiant energy from the sun) considered to be constant and so large that
its availability cannot constraint the economy. This RE flow is operated with a decreasing
unitary cost of production and under decreasing returns to scale. Technological progress
increases the overall productivity (i.e. both energy and capital efficiencies) of the final good
2

To be exact, Fagnart and Germain (2014) postulated a theoretical decreasing (strictly positive) capital
requirement per unit of energy produced for the backstop technology exploiting the renewable energy
flow but when performing the simulations of their model they used instead a constant parameter.
3
In parts of our model that are common with the one of Fagnart and Germain (2014) we have tried, as
much as possible, to keep the same denomination for variables. Doing so allows the reader to easily
spot similarities and discrepancies between both models and to consequently understand the sources of
differences in results.
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sector and also affects the capital intensiveness of both NRE and RE sectors. This
technological progress evolved endogenously but it is formally bounded implying that the
energy and capital requirements for industrial or energy production cannot be nil and tend
asymptotically towards positive values. Finally, it is worth adding that in this model the
possibilities of common or rare metal shortages that are incorporated in the different forms of
capital are out of scope4.

2.1 Optimization behaviors of the consumer, the two energy producers, and the
final good producer
Intertemporal utility maximization of the household
We consider a representative household that consumes the final good and
accumulates the physical capital that is rented to the different productive sectors. At each
period 𝑡, the household receives the entire macroeconomic income from the rented capital and
the different profits Π𝑡 , Ω𝑡 , Ψ𝑡 of the respective NRE, RE and final sectors. This income is
spent in consumption and capital investment. Taking the final good as the numeraire, we can
write the household’s budget constraint as follows:
𝐶𝑡 + 𝐼𝑡 = 𝑣𝑡 𝐾𝑡 + Π𝑡 + Ω𝑡 + Ψ𝑡

(1)

And the dynamics of the capital investment level is:
𝐼𝑡 =

𝐾𝑡+1
𝜌

(2)

Here 𝐾𝑡 is the total capital stock of the economy accumulated in 𝑡 − 1, 𝑣𝑡 is the rental price
of capital. 𝜌 > 0 represents the productivity of the transformation of investments goods into
productive capital. For analytical simplicity we assume a unitary depreciation rate, implying
that the time period length t corresponds to the average capital lifetime set to 15 years.
Preferences of the household are represented by an isoelastic utility function5 𝑈𝑡 (𝐶𝑡 )
that depends on the consumption level 𝐶𝑡 . Parameter 𝜎 is the constant relative risk aversion
coefficient of Arrow-Pratt, and 0 < 𝛽 < 1 is the discount factor. Thus, the intertemporal
decision of the household is to maximize its lifetime utility over the time horizon 𝑇 under
constraints (1) and (2).
𝑇

𝐶𝑡 1−𝜎 − 1
max
𝑈 = ∑𝛽
,𝜎 > 0
{𝐶𝑡 ,𝐾𝑡+1 }0<𝑡<𝑇
1−𝜎
𝑡

(3)

𝑡=0

The first order condition with respect to 𝐾𝑡 leads to:
[

𝐶𝑡+1 𝜎
] = 𝛽𝜌𝑣𝑡+1 ,
𝐶𝑡

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}

4

(4)

In doing so we do not take into account the sensitivity of the EROI of the energy sectors to the
increasing energy cost associated with ores grades degradation of metals incorporated in the physical
capital of energy sectors as highlighted by Fizaine and Court (2015).
5
This functional form respects the usual properties required since it is twice continuously differentiable
and that 𝑈 ′ (𝐶) > 0, 𝑈 ′′ (𝐶) < 0 ∀𝐶. We assume lim𝐶→0 𝑈′(𝐶) = +∞.
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This equation describes the well-known smoothing behavior of the agent where 𝜌𝑣𝑡+1 ≡ 1 +
𝜇, where 𝜇 corresponds to the real interest rate of the economy.
Profit maximization of the NRE producer
The NRE resource, endowed with the initial stock 𝒮 (also called the Ultimately
Recoverable Resource, or URR), is a common resource exploited during the time length 𝑇𝑒
(observed during simulations) by a representative firm6. Extracting this resource implies to
consume some physical capital 𝑍𝑡 that represents the only source of production cost. It is
assumed that the representative firm knows 𝒮 and that the NRE stock will be operated until it
is completely depleted or before that if the NRE operator cannot earn any profit because its
production cost is too high compared to the RE sector where another representative firm is
present. Thus, in each period 𝑡 the NRE producer maximizes its profit Π𝑡 and consequently
chooses a capital stock 𝑍𝑡 in order to extract the amount 𝑋𝑡 sold at the unitary price 𝑝𝑡 by
solving:
∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇𝑒 }

max Π𝑡 = 𝑝𝑡 𝑋𝑡 − 𝑣𝑡 𝑍𝑡 ,
𝑋𝑡 ,𝑍𝑡

(5)

Under the constraint:
𝑇𝑒

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇𝑒 }

∑ 𝑋𝑡 ≤ 𝒮 ,

(6)

𝑡=1

And,
1

𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝜃 < 1 ∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇𝑒 }

𝑍𝑡 = (𝑋𝑡 ∗ 𝐷𝑡 )𝜃 ,

(7)

Where 𝜃 < 1 means that returns to scale are decreasing in the NRE sector. 𝐷𝑡 represents the
capital intensiveness of the extraction process (i.e. the capital requirement per unit of fossil
energy produced), which detailed definition is given in section 2.3.
After inserting (7) into the objective (5), the fist order condition with respect to 𝑋𝑡
gives:

𝑋𝑡 = [

𝑝𝑡 𝜃
1
𝜃

𝐷𝑡 𝑣𝑡

𝜃
1−𝜃

,

]

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇𝑒 }

(8)

Thus, considering (7) and (8), 𝑍𝑡 is defined by:
1

𝑝𝑡 𝜃 1−𝜃
𝑍𝑡 = [
] ,
𝐷𝑡 𝑣𝑡

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇𝑒 }

6

(9)

The authors would like to highlight that a competitive setting of the NRE or the RE sector is
unnecessary since we do not seek to observe the labor allocation between sectors. In Fagnart and
Germain (2014), such competitive framework is set for the RE sector (but not for the NRE resource
since it is operated by the household) but it proves to be superfluous since after resolution the sector
behave exactly as if it was represented by a unique firm.
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Profit maximization of the RE producer
We suppose that a very large solar flow is accessible to the economy and that a
representative firm is in charge of exploiting this RE flow. The firm choses the net amount 𝐹𝑡
of RE that is produced. In order to deliver the RE flow 𝐹𝑡 some capital is necessary for the
capture and transformation of a part of the primary RE flow. Thus in each period 𝑡, the RE
producer maximizes its profit Ω𝑡 and consequently chooses a capital stock 𝐺𝑡 in order to
supply a flow 𝐹𝑡 sold at the unitary price 𝑝𝑡 by solving:
∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}

max Ω𝑡 = 𝑝𝑡 𝐹𝑡 − 𝑣𝑡 𝐺𝑡 ,
𝐹𝑡 ,𝐺𝑡

(10)

Under the constraint,
1

𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 0 < 𝛾 < 1 ∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}

𝐺𝑡 = (𝐹𝑡 ∗ 𝐵𝑡 )𝛾 ,

(11)

Where the variable 𝐵𝑡 represents the capital intensiveness of the RE producer (i.e. the capital
requirement per unit of renewable energy produced), which detailed definition is given in
section 2.3.
Once 𝐺𝑡 is substituted by its expression (11) into (10), the first order condition with
respect to 𝐹𝑡 leads to the following definition of the RE sector capital requirement:

𝐹𝑡 = [

𝛾𝑝𝑡
1
𝛾

𝐵𝑡 𝑣𝑡

𝛾
1−𝛾

,

]

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}

(12)

Hence considering (11) and (12), 𝐺𝑡 is given by:
1

𝛾𝑝𝑡 1−𝛾
𝐺𝑡 = [
,
]
𝐵𝑡 𝑣𝑡

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}

(13)

Profit maximization of the final good producer
In order to produce the final good 𝑌𝑡 , capital 𝐻𝑡 and energy 𝐸𝑡 are combined in a
production function of Cobb-Douglas type with constant returns to scale.
𝑌𝑡 = 𝐴𝑡 𝐸𝑡 𝛼 𝐻𝑡 1−𝛼 , ∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}

(14)

Where 𝐸𝑡 is the total energy sum of NRE (𝑋𝑡 ) and RE (𝐹𝑡 ) productions consumed by the final
good sector and 𝐻𝑡 is the capital allocated to this same sector. The output elasticities of
energy and capital inputs are respectively represented by 𝛼 and 1 − 𝛼. 𝐴𝑡 > 0 represents the
technological progress level of the economy (sometimes called Total Productivity Factor in
other models) that increases through time thanks to knowledge accumulation. We suppose
that in the final good sector, the technological progress affects both energy and capital uses
and is thus . Considering the final good price as the numeraire, the representative firm in the
final good sector seeks to solve:
max Ψ𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 − 𝑝𝑡 𝐸𝑡 − 𝑣𝑡 𝐻𝑡 , ∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}
𝐸𝑡 ,𝐻𝑡

7

(15)

Under the constraint (14). The resolution of this problem leads to the following.
𝐻𝑡 =

1 − 𝛼 𝑝𝑡
𝐸 , ∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}
𝛼 𝑣𝑡 𝑡

𝑌𝑡 = 𝐴𝑡 𝐸𝑡 [

1 − 𝛼 𝑝𝑡 1−𝛼
, ∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}
]
𝛼 𝑣𝑡

1
1−𝛼

𝑝𝑡 = [[𝐴𝑡 𝛼]

(1 − 𝛼)
]
𝛼𝑣𝑡

1−𝛼
𝛼

, ∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}

(16)

(17)

(18)

For the clarity of the following of the presentation, let us define now 𝑠𝑡 as the saving rate of
the economy.
𝑠𝑡 =

𝐾𝑡+1
𝜌𝑌𝑡

(19)

2.2 Endogenous technological progress
The technological progress level 𝐴𝑡 is necessarily bounded from above by a strictly
positive constant 𝐴 since physical laws imply to always use some (even small) quantity of
energy and capital to produce the industrial output. 𝐴 should be considered as the maximum
technological progress level that humans will eventually achieve in the future. This uncertain
parameter (for which we test several values in the following of the paper) is logically
exogenous and in fact, given the increasing sigmoid functional form given to 𝐴𝑡 , its
maximum value 𝐴 represents an asymptotic limit that is never formally reached. This implies
that the technological progress level continuously and infinitely increases over time, but at
some point (when the maximum limit 𝐴 is close) the incremental gains are so small that the
dynamic system describing the economy is in a quasi-steady state. Furthermore, we suppose
that the speed of convergence between the initial technological progress level 𝐴 and its
asymptotic value 𝐴 (verifying 0 < 𝐴 < 𝐴) directly depends on the variation of the knowledge
stock of the economy. This knowledge stock depends on the effort deployed in the R&D
sector that itself follows the level of investment 𝐼𝑡−1 in the economy compared to the level of
production 𝑌𝑡−1 of this same previous period. In other words, we define the speed of
convergence of the technological progress as the saving rate of the economy at the previous
period, 𝑠𝑡−1 . Hence, we choose the following law of motion for 𝐴𝑡 :
𝐴𝑡 = 𝐴 +

𝐴−𝐴
1 + exp(−𝑠𝑡−1 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝐴𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ))

,

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}

(20)

Where 𝑡𝐴𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the time at which the technological progress growth rate is maximum.
Readers familiar with diffusion processes will have recognized in 𝐴𝑡 an increasing sigmoid
function. This formulation of the technological progress insures that in our model both
technological progress and economic growth are endogenous.
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2.3 Unitary capital requirements in the NRE and RE sectors
Unitary capital requirement in the NRE sector
The unitary capital requirement per fossil energy unit produced 𝐷𝑡 is composed of
two parts as defined in equation (20) and shown in Figure 1. A first one that increases through
the extraction process because of the quality depletion of the NRE resource, thus this term
depends on the ratio of exploited resource 𝜙𝑡 , varying between 0 when the fossil energy
resource is still virgin and 1 when it is fully depleted. The second part is decreasing thanks to
the impact of the current, initial, and asymptotic level of technological progress levels,
respectively represented by 𝐴𝑡 , 𝐴, and 𝐴. With 𝑑1 + 𝑑2 as the initial unitary capital cost and 𝛿
as a constant parameter representing the rate of quality degradation of the NRE resource we
can define 𝐷𝑡 as:
𝜑

𝐷𝑡 (𝜙𝑡 , 𝐴𝑡 ) = 𝑑1 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝛿𝜙𝑡 + 𝑑2 (

𝐴 − 𝐴𝑡
𝐴−𝐴

𝜗

) ,

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇𝑒 }

(21)

Where 𝜑 and 𝜗 are positive integer which values (and the ones of other constants too) will be
determined when calibrating the model on historical world data in section 3. The variable 𝜙𝑡
representing the ratio of exploited energy resource is defined as follows in (22).
𝜙𝑡 =

∑𝑡−1
𝑖=0 𝑋𝑖
,
𝒮

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇𝑒 }

(22)

Figure 1. Example of a possible form for the capital requirement per
unit of fossil energy produced between 1850 and 2300 with
decomposition of the increasing and decreasing parts.

Unitary capital requirement in the RE sector
To be accurate, the unitary capital requirement per renewable energy unit produced
𝐵𝑡 should be represented by a decreasing function since over time less capital is necessary to
capture the same amount of RE thanks to technological progress 𝐴𝑡 . This function starts to a
point 𝑏 and decrease at constant speed 𝜏 > 1 to a strictly positive bound 𝑏 since the
production of any RE flow would always require a minimum quantity of capital (Figure 2).
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𝐵𝑡 (𝐴𝑡 ) = 𝑏 + (𝑏 − 𝑏) (1 −

1
),
1 + exp(−𝜏(𝐴𝑡 − 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑜𝑛 )

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}

(23)

The fact that 0 < 𝛾 < 1 means that returns to scale are decreasing and that consequently the
capital intensiveness of the RE firm is increasing in the production level7. The evolution of
this decreasing sigmoid function depends on the general technological progress level of the
economy 𝐴𝑡 , and on the particular technological progress level 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑜𝑛 at which the
function 𝐵𝑡 presents an inflexion point. In other words 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the technological
progress level of the economy at which the rate of degrowth of 𝐵𝑡 is maximum. We
define 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑜𝑛 as follow:
𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝜂𝐴, 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 0 < 𝜂 < 1

(24)

Where 0 < 𝜂 < 1 is a constant parameter.

Figure 2. Example of a possible form for the capital requirement per
unit of renewable energy produced between 1850 and 2300.

Furthermore, since 𝑏 is the final unitary cost of RE production, it necessarily depends
on the final technological progress level of the whole economy 𝐴. The idea behind this
relation is that the higher the final technological progress level 𝐴, the lower the final unitary
cost of RE production 𝑏.
𝑏 = 𝑏 ∗ exp (−𝜉(𝐴 − 𝐴))

7

(25)

The assumption of declining returns to scale in the RE sector is supported by Dale et al. (2011) where
it is argued that it represents the likelihood of the most optimal sites being used earlier. For example,
deployment of wind turbines presently occurs only in sites where the average wind speed is above
some lower threshold and that are close to large demand centers to avoid the construction of large
distribution networks. Over time, the availability of such optimal sites will decrease, pushing
deployment into sites offering lower energy returns. Dale et al. (2011) used two databases of the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL, 2010a, 2010b) to demonstrate that plotting the
potential of wind and solar resources in the USA as a function of the sites frequency present clear
declining trends. In the same view and in two separate studies, Honnery and Moriarty (2009) and
Hoogwijk et al. (2004) have shown that as wind energy production increases, the marginal capacity
factor of wind turbines decreases.
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Where 0 < 𝜉 is a constant parameter, 𝐴 is the minimum level that the final technological
progress 𝐴 can have (i.e. the final technological progress level 𝐴 is at least equal to 𝐴) and 𝑏
is the final unitary cost of RE production when 𝐴 equals 𝐴.

Figure 3. Relation between the final unitary cost of RE production 𝒃
and the final technological progress level 𝑨 with 𝒃 = 𝟎. 𝟒 , 𝑨 = 𝟐𝟎 ,
and 𝝃 = 𝟎. 𝟏.

2.3 Markets equilibrium conditions
In order to close the model we need to define three equilibrium conditions. First, the
economic output produced by the final good sector is allocated either to consumption or to
investment.
𝑌𝑡 = 𝐶𝑡 +

𝐾𝑡+1
, ∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}
𝜌

(26)

On the energy market, the supplies of NRE and RE comply with the demand generated by the
final good sector.
𝐸𝑡 = {

𝑋𝑡 + 𝐹𝑡 , ∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇𝑒 }
𝐹𝑡 ,
∀ 𝑡 ∈ {𝑇𝑒 + 1, … , 𝑇}

(27)

The total capital stock of the economy is either allocated to the NRE, RE or to the final good
sector.
𝐾𝑡 = {

𝑍𝑡 + 𝐺𝑡 + 𝐻𝑡 ,
∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇𝑒 }
𝐺𝑡 + 𝐻𝑡 ,
∀ 𝑡 ∈ {𝑇𝑒 + 1, … , 𝑇}
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(28)

2.4 EROI of NRE, RE and entire energy sector
In order to define the different EROI of our energy sectors, we need to decompose the
𝑔
saving rate 𝑠𝑡 in three parts 𝑠𝑡𝑧 , 𝑠𝑡 and 𝑠𝑡ℎ .
𝑔

𝑠𝑡 = 𝑠𝑡𝑧 + 𝑠𝑡 + 𝑠𝑡ℎ , 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑡𝑧 =

𝑍𝑡+1
,
𝜌𝑌𝑡

𝑔

𝑠𝑡 =

𝐺𝑡+1
,
𝜌𝑌𝑡

𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑡ℎ =

𝐻𝑡+1
𝜌𝑌𝑡

(29)

𝑔

𝑠𝑡ℎ (respectively 𝑠𝑡𝑧 , 𝑠𝑡 ) is the fraction of period t output invested in the final good sector
(respectively NRE, RE sector) in period 𝑡 + 1. According to Hall et al. (2014), the Energy
Return On (Energy) Investment (EROI) is “the ratio between the energy delivered by a
particular fuel to society and the energy invested in the capture and delivery of this energy”.
This invested energy takes usually two forms: direct (actual energy carrier like electricity or
liquid fuel) and indirect (embodied in capital) input energy. Since our energy productions are
considered net of any direct energy consumption, the energy investment (denominator of the
EROI) will only consist in the energy embodied in the capital produced by the final sector and
later used in the energy sector. Hence, the NRE production 𝑋𝑡 requires the capital stock level
𝑍𝑡 that comes from the investment 𝑍𝑡 /𝜌 in period 𝑡 − 1. This investment corresponds to a
𝐾

fraction 𝑍𝑡 /𝐾𝑡 of the total investment 𝑠𝑡−1 𝑌𝑡−1 = 𝜌𝑌 𝑡 𝑌𝑡−1 , hence the quantity of economic
𝑡−1

output from the final sector that is invested (as capital) in the NRE sector to fulfill its
𝑍

𝐾

𝑧
production in period t is 𝐾𝑡 𝜌𝑌 𝑡 𝑌𝑡−1 = 𝑠𝑡−1
𝑌𝑡−1 . Since the production of 𝑌𝑡 has required the
𝑡

𝑡−1

consumption of energy 𝐸𝑡 , it follows that the EROI, 𝜀𝑡𝑁𝑅𝐸 , of the NRE production in period t
is:
𝜀𝑡𝑁𝑅𝐸 =

𝑋𝑡
𝑧
𝑠𝑡−1 𝐸𝑡−1

(30)

Similarly, the EROI, 𝜀𝑡𝑅𝐸 , of the RE production in period t is:
𝜀𝑡𝑅𝐸 =

𝐹𝑡
𝑔
𝑠𝑡−1 𝐸𝑡−1

(31)

At the macroeconomic level, it is possible to define the EROI of the whole economy, 𝜀𝑡 , since
producing the total energy 𝐸𝑡 = 𝑋𝑡 + 𝐹𝑡 has indirectly required the embodied energy
𝑔
𝑧
𝑠𝑡−1
𝐸𝑡−1 + 𝑠𝑡−1 𝐸𝑡−1. Thus globally, the EROI of the entire energy sector in period t is equal
to:
𝜀𝑡 =

𝐸𝑡
𝑧
(𝑠𝑡−1

𝑔

+ 𝑠𝑡−1 )𝐸𝑡−1

(32)

Due to its highly nonlinear formulation, studying the analytical solution of the model
that we have designed would prove to be rather difficult if not impossible. Thus, it is
preferable to study the dynamics of the model through simulation.
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3. Simulation approach to study the dynamics
The purpose of our simulation approach is to see if our model is able to reproduce
what has been happening at the global scale in terms of energy and Gross World Production
(GWP) since the industrial revolution and simulate what might be ahead of us in a close
future. Thus, the model shall be able to represent an economy relying increasingly on fossil
fuels (coal, oil, gas and uranium) from an early renewable era (based on biomass) and the
subsequent transition towards complete renewable energy (based on solar, wind and biomass)
that is inevitable because of the finiteness of fossil fuels. In the same time, our model shall
reproduce the global world GWP pattern. The simulation of the model has been operated with
the Vensim software, which is very convenient for simulating highly nonlinear dynamic
systems, but is not equipped to handle optimization of objective functions under constraints.
Nevertheless, we follow a metaheuristic procedure describe below to estimate and then
simulate the dynamic problem using the Vensim software.

3.1 From the theoretical model to the practical simulation on real data
From a theoretical point of view our model is a dynamic system of equations with
only one intertemporal maximization under constraint (i.e. household’s lifetime utility
maximization under budget constraint). But from a practical point of view, another objective
appears from the fact that we want our model to represent as best as possible what has been
happening in the past. So we want our simulated variables for global NRE production, RE
production and GWP to fit as much as possible with historical data. In other words, we have
to calibrate the model’s parameters according to a criterion that is the minimization of the
sum of squared errors between the simulated and the historical values (for the three variables
NRE and RE production and GWP). As a consequence, the simulation is a multi-purpose
constrained optimization were possible solutions are defined by a set of two vectors: a first
one embedding all the capital cost value across time (as the result of the lifetime utility
maximization), a second one containing the values of the constant parameters of the model
(as the result of the minimization of the sum of the squared differences between our simulated
variables and historical data). In such case, we have to use a metaheuristic in order to define a
solution among the set of strictly non-dominated solutions that represent the Pareto Frontier
of our problem. For readers that are not familiar with multi-purpose optimization under
constraints, Figure 4 should help understanding that there is no unique global optimum to our
problem but rather a set of strictly non-dominated solutions among which it is impossible to
decide if one solution is better than another.
Since we are looking for a unique solution per scenario to make a straightforward
cross-comparison between scenarios, we have to use a metaheuristic to help us define a final
solution (among the set of solution of the Pareto Frontier) for each scenario.
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Figure 4. Example of a Pareto Frontier in our practical simulation problem.
The boxed points represent feasible solutions, and larger values are preferred to
smaller ones. Solution C is not on the Pareto Frontier because it is dominated by
both solution A and solution B. Solutions A and B are not strictly dominated by
any other, and hence do lie on the frontier.

3.2 Calibration procedure through metaheuristic
The manual metaheuristic used to define the optimal solution of a given scenario can
be explained as follows:
1. An initializing iteration of the model is operated with a constant capital cost.
2. The constant parameters (of the model) of this first run are calibrated in order to
minimize the sum of the squared differences between simulated variables 𝑌𝑡
(GWP), 𝑋𝑡 (NRE production), 𝐹𝑡 (RE production), and historical data of these
same variables.
3. A set of non-constant capital costs values that satisfy the smoothing behavior of
equation (4) is calculated.
4. A new iteration is performed using the time dependent set of capital costs
calculated at step 3 as an input (instead of a constant capital cost).
5. Constant parameters of the model are recalibrated to optimize the fit between
simulated variables 𝑌𝑡 (GWP), 𝑋𝑡 (NRE production), 𝐹𝑡 (RE production), and
historical data of these same variables.
6. Another set of time dependent capital costs values that satisfy the smoothing
behavior of equation (4) is calculated for the current iteration.
7. Step 4 is repeated until the stopping criterion is reached.
The stopping criterion is defined as the sum of the absolute value of the differences
between the capital cost of the current iteration and the capital cost of the preceding iteration.
Once this criterion reached 1.0E-1, the manual metaheuristic is stopped and the last iteration
of the model is considered to be the final run representing the scenario under study.
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3.3 Historical data, fossil Ultimately Recoverable Resource (URR) and common
parameters presentation
Historical data
Let us first presents the historical data that are used for the calibration of the model in
all scenarios. Three time series were used to calibrate the different scenarios on historical
data: historical nonrenewable energy production, historical renewable energy production and
historical GWP. As explained at the beginning of section 2, the time period length t of the
model corresponds to the average capital lifetime, which is set to 15 years. Thus, by starting
our simulations with year 1850 as the initial time period (t=0), our historical data time series
consist in 10 discrete points up to year 2000 (t=10). To suit our single nonrenewable resource
model, the different historical data for global primary fossil fuels production of coal, oil, gas
and nuclear have been aggregated in a single NRE production expressed in exajoule (EJ). In
the same way, historical global primary production of biomass (including noncommercial
wood) was aggregated with historical global renewable energy production from hydro, solar
and wind in a single RE production expressed in exajoule (EJ). For historical fossil fuels
productions, data from Etemad and Luciani (1991) was used for coal, oil, gas and nuclear
production up to 1985, and completed with the BP statistical review (2014) for the last data
point in 2000. For biomass, data was retrieved from Grüebler et al. (1996) and completed
with Smil (2010). The BP statistical review (2014) was used for historical production of
hydro, wind and solar energy. Regarding the historical GWP (expressed in billions of 1990
International Geary-Khamis dollar8), we used data from The Maddison Project (2013). All
historical data values used in our simulations are summarized in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Historical data used for the calibration of global GWP, NRE production and RE production.
Time period
0 (1850)
1 (1865)
2 (1880)
3 (1895)
4 (1910)
5 (1925)
6 (1940)
7 (1955)
8 (1970)
9 (1985)
10 (2000)

NRE production
(EJ/Year)
2.10
4.59
9.18
17.00
32.73
43.84
51.78
89.44
198.62
289.46
379.60

RE production
(EJ/Year)
17.12
18.10
18.98
19.54
20.72
22.34
24.26
25.91
30.04
44.45
57.19

Gross World Production
(Billion 1990 Int. GK$, B$)
649.10
1049.25
1438.52
1841.73
2441.56
3429.24
4945.08
7027.80
13805.29
22845.98
38170.35

Determination of the fossil energy URR
As explain before, some values of the constant parameters of the model differ from
one scenario to another. Among them, one important parameter of the model requires a
specific attention: the Ultimately Recoverable Resource (URR) represented by parameter 𝒮 in
the model. This parameter represents the total amount of recoverable NRE resource 9 . To
8

The 1990 International Geary–Khamis dollar, more commonly known as the international dollar, is a
standardized and fictive unit of currency that has the same purchasing power parity that the U.S. dollar
had in the United States in 1990.
9
According to BP (2015): “URR is an estimate of the total amount of a given resource that will ever be
recovered and produced. It is a subjective estimate in the face of only partial information. Whilst some
consider URR to be fixed by geology and the laws of physics, in practice estimates of URR continue to
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obtain the value of this parameter it is needed to aggregate the values found in the literature
for the URR of the different kind of nonrenewable energy forms we use, namely coal,
conventional and unconventional oil, conventional and unconventional gas, and uranium.
These values, presented in Table 2, were retrieved from the recent work of McGlade and
Ekins (2015) for oil (Gb: Giga barrel), gas (Tcm: terra cubic meters), coal (Gt: Giga tons),
and from Dale (2012) for uranium (EJ: Exajoule). After conversion and aggregation, the total
nonrenewable URR value retained for our simulations is 175 000 EJ.
Table 2. Data used for the calculation of the global NRE URR. Sources: McGlade and Ekins, 2015; Dale,
2012.
Energy resource
Conventional oil
Unconventional oil
Conventional gas
Unconventional gas
Hard coal
Lignite coal
Uranium

Conversion factors
(diverse units)
6.1E-9 EJ/barrel
6.1E-9 EJ/barrel
4.0E-11 EJ/cm
4.0E-11 EJ/cm
32.5E-9 EJ/ton
14.0E-9 EJ/ton
Total NRE URR (EJ)

URR (diverse units)
2615 (Gb)
2455 (Gb)
375 (Tcm)
300 (Tcm)
2565 (Gt)
1520 (Gt)
-

URR (EJ)
16 000
15 000
15 000
12 000
85 000
22 000
10 000
175 000

Off course, other values could be found in the literature for the URR of these
different resources due to the great sensitivity of this parameter to geologic assumptions10. It
is not our purpose to discuss the discrepancies between URR values found in the literature
and their underlying calculation assumptions.
Calibration of parameters that are common to all scenarios
When simulating the model, we have found that it can exhibit four kinds of scenarios
that we have entitled Plateau, Smooth, Recovery and Degrowth. More precisely we have
found that it is possible to obtain a representative example of each distinct scenario type by
only changing four parameters values and keeping all the sixteen other parameters, and the
three initial capital stocks constant between the four scenario examples. The following of this
paragraph will present a representative set of these common parameters. In our model the
length of a time period was set to be 15 years since we have assumed a unitary depreciation
rate for capital. Thus, in order to have an annual discount rate of approximately 2%, we have
1

chosen a discount factor value of 𝛽 = 0.75 ( ((0.75)− ⁄15 ) − 1 = 1.9% ). The output
elasticity to energy input in the final sector was set to 𝛼 = 0.6. With a productivity of the
transformation of investments goods into productive capital assumed to be 𝜌 = 3 , the
constant capital cost for the initializing iteration of the simulations was set to 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
0.343 in order to represent a real interest rate for the economy 𝜇 equals to 3% (𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

be increased as knowledge grows, technology advances and economics change. The ultimately
recoverable resource is typically broken down into three main categories: cumulative production,
discovered reserves and undiscovered resource”.
10
Contrary to the idea advanced by BP and presented in the footnote 7 that URR are re-estimated due
to technological progress, Sorrell et al., (2010) highlight that unlike reserves, URR estimates are not
dependent on technology assumptions and thus should only be determined by geologic hypotheses.
Unfortunately, this apparent contradiction on the URR definition is only a tiny example of the
fuzziness of point of views that one could find in the literature regarding the different notions of
resources and reserves.
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1+𝜇
𝜌

=

1+0.03
3

= 0.343 ). Other parameters values remaining constant among the three

scenarios were found by calibration to historical data. For the sake of clarity, there are all
presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Example of a set of parameters values remaining constant between the three scenarios.
Parameter
𝜌
𝛽
𝜎
𝑈𝑅𝑅
𝑑1
𝛿
𝜑
𝜗
𝑏
𝑏
𝜉
𝜏
𝜃
𝛾
𝐴
𝐴
𝛼
Z0
G0
H0
𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑇

Definition (unit)
Transformation productivity of investment goods (dmnl)
Discount factor (dmnl)
Arrow-Pratt Constant Relative Risk Aversion coefficient (dmnl)
Ultimately Recoverable Resource (EJ)
First part of the initial unitary NRE extraction cost (B$/EJ)
Rate of quality degradation of the NRE resource (dmnl)
Power exponent of the ratio of exploited resource 𝜙𝑡
Power exponent of the normalized technological progress used in equation (8)
Initial unitary RE production cost (B$/EJ)

Value
3.0
0.75
0.5
175 000
0.24
20
4
4
0.85

Final unitary cost of RE production when 𝐴 equals 𝐴 (B$/EJ)
Degrowth rate of 𝑏 from 𝑏 (dmnl)

0.4

Growth rate of 𝑏 towards 𝑏 (dmnl)
Returns to scale in the NRE sector (dmnl)
Returns to scale in the RE sector (dmnl)
Initial technological progress level (dmnl)

0.5
0.5
0.5
10

Minimum level that the final technological progress 𝐴 can have (dmnl)
Output elasticity of energy input in final production (dmnl)
Initial capital in the NRE sector (B$)
Initial capital in the RE sector (B$)
Initial capital in the final sector (B$)
Constant capital cost for initializing iteration (dmnl)
Time horizon of the model (dmnl)

0.1

20
0.6
10
200
350
0.343
30

We are now ready to present the four different kinds of scenarios that we have
identified when performing the simulations of our model. The scenarios are mainly
represented by a change in the final technological progress A, the remaining distinctive
parameters values of each scenario are then determined through the calibration procedure.

4. Results of simulations and scenarios analyses
4.1 Detailed analysis of the baseline run a.k.a Plateau scenario (𝐀 = 𝟑𝟎)
The baseline run that we have called Plateau scenario is obtained thanks to a final
technological progress value A = 30 that also implies other specific parameters values
presented in the Table 4. In the Plateau scenario the GWP pursue its steady growth during 90
years but encounters an abrupt plateau at the end of the XXIth century. Figure 5 which shows
the main output results of the Plateau scenario helps understand that the emergence of the
plateau in GWP correspond to the beginning of the declining in NRE production (fossil
energy peak occurs around 2060).
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Table 4. Specific parameters values of the Plateau scenario.
Parameter
𝐴
𝑡𝐴𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑑2
𝜂

Definition (unit)
Final technological progress level (dmnl)
Time of maximum technological progress growth rate (time period)
Second part of the initial unitary NRE extraction cost (B$/EJ)
Share of final technological progress level of the economy that helps
define the technological progress level 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 at which the rate
of degrowth of B𝑡 is maximum (dmnl)

Value
30
8.5
1.0
0.85

After a 30 years (2090-2120) period of stagnation, the GWP increases again (yet with a lower
growth rate compared to the past century) when renewable energy production becomes
sufficient to compensate the fossil energy continuous decline. However, even if GWP
increases again after the plateau phase, its growth rate starts to decrease slowly from 2150 up
to the end of the simulation where finally a value of 235,000 B$ (compared to 38,170 B$ in
2010) is reached. By extending further the simulation time horizon (not shown here), we saw
that up to 2300 the GWP remains broadly constant and the whole system is almost in a steady
state where renewable energy is used at an annual level of approximately 1300 EJ/year
(compared to 60 EJ/year in 2010). Nonrenewable energy production reaches a peak of 665
EJ/year in 2060 (compared to 390 EJ/year in 2010) and then constantly decreases up to a level
of 35 EJ/year in 2300. At the end of the simulation, the saving rate of the economy is
stabilized to a value of 0.275, while a maximum of 0.38 is attained in 1985. Technological
progress reaches its maximum at the very end of the simulation in 2300. We can see that the
EROI of the NRE sector is maximal at the second period of extraction (1865) with a value of
145 and then sharply decline to 8 in the third period (1880). After that, the EROI of the NRE
sector fluctuates around 15 during 150 years and starts to decline again in 2030 when the rate
of growth of the NRE production starts to decline (i.e. 30 years before the fossil energy peak).
The EROI of the NRE sector steadily decline during 70 years and stabilized in 2100 to a
value of approximately 5.5. Around 2130 when the rate of degrowth of the NRE production
decreases, the EROI logically raises slightly to a value of 7. On the RE side, we can see that
the EROI of the RE sector constantly increases up to 2060, time of the fossil energy peak and
consequent need for increasing RE capital investment. If we remember that the RE sector is
subject to declining returns to scale and that between 2060 and 2180 the rate of growth of the
RE production is maximal, it is logical to see that the EROI of the RE sector decreases a lot
during this same period and less once the RE production starts to slow down. All of this also
translates in the net energy supply to society as shown in Figure 2. From 1850 to 2000, total
and net energy supplies are virtually identical, but then the net energy supply to society starts
to be lower than the total energy production. This can be easily explained because when fossil
production approaches its peak, the energy requirement to extract energy increases through
increasing capital requirements. In the same way, as renewable production progresses,
increasing amount of energy must be dedicated just to produce the capital required to harness
the renewable energy flow (solar flow). Hence, around 2060 the difference between gross and
net flows to society of renewable energy starts to be significant. For the record, these results
are in accordance with the GEMBA model of Dale et al. (2012).
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4.2 Comparison of the baseline Plateau scenario ( 𝐀 = 𝟑𝟎 ) with the Smooth
scenario (𝐀 = 𝟑𝟐), Recovery scenario (𝐀 = 𝟐𝟖) and Degrowth scenario (𝐀 = 𝟐𝟔)
The Smooth, Recovery and Degrowth scenarios are obtained thanks to the respective
final technological progress values of 32, 28 and 26 that also imply to adjust parameters 𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑔 ,
𝑑2 , and 𝜂 as presented in the Table 5, 6 and 7 below.
Table 5. Specific parameters values of the Smooth scenario.
Parameter
𝐴
𝑡𝐴𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑑2
𝜂

Definition (unit)
Final technological progress level (dmnl)

Value
32

Time of maximum technological progress growth rate (time period)
Second part of the initial unitary NRE extraction cost (B$/EJ)
Share of final technological progress level of the economy that helps
define the technological progress level 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 at which the rate
of degrowth of B𝑡 is maximum (dmnl)

8.8
0.9
0.83

Table 6. Specific parameters values of the Recovery scenario.
Parameter
𝐴
𝑡𝐴𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑑2
𝜂

Definition (unit)
Final technological progress level (dmnl)
Time of maximum technological progress growth rate (time period)
Second part of the initial unitary NRE extraction cost (B$/EJ)
Share of final technological progress level of the economy that helps
define the technological progress level 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 at which the rate
of degrowth of B𝑡 is maximum (dmnl)

Value
28
8.3
1.1
0.86

Table 7. Specific parameters values of the Degrowth scenario.
Parameter
𝐴
𝑡𝐴𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑑2
𝜂

Definition (unit)
Final technological progress level (dmnl)
Time of maximum technological progress growth rate (time period)
Second part of the initial unitary NRE extraction cost (B$/EJ)
Share of final technological progress level of the economy that helps define the
technological progress level 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 at which the rate of degrowth of B𝑡 is
maximum (dmnl)

Value
26
7.8
1.4
0.88

As can be seen in Figure 6, (where only the most interesting variables of the four
scenarios are presented For the sake of clarity) in the Smooth scenario it is possible to avoid
the plateau phase of the GWP that occurs in the Plateau scenario when fossil energy peaks
because in the Smooth scenario renewable energy production is already sufficiently important
thanks to a larger final technological progress. Indeed, having a larger final technological
progress level 𝐴∗ implies to have a lower final unitary cost of renewable energy production as
stipulated by equation (24), shown in Figure 3 below and also visible in Figure 4. Having a
final unitary cost of RE production of 0.12 $/GJ in the Smooth scenario allows a larger RE
production of 2450 EJ/year at the end of the simulation which explains that a very larger
global GWP of 480,000 B$ is reached (235,000 B$ in the baseline Plateau scenario).
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Figure 5. Main output results of the Plateau scenario (and comparison to historical data when
available).
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On the other hand, simulation results presented in Figure 6 show that if the final
technological progress level is lower, GWP peaks and then decrease just after the fossil
energy peak because the renewable energy production is not sufficient to sustain past rate of
economic growth. In the case of the Recovery scenario, since the final technological progress
level is only lowered to 28, the GWP decreases for a while but then recovers and stabilized to
a level of 125,000 B$ approximately similar to its level when fossil energy peak occurred. In
the Degrowth scenario however, since the final technological progress level is even lower
(𝐴 = 26), GWP peaks at a lower level because fossil energy peak (610 EJ/year) is also lower
than in other scenarios. After its peak, GWP starts a slow decrease to eventually stabilize and
finish in a steady state of 66,000 B$ which is slightly higher than current level (40,000 B$).
Furthermore, in the Degrowth scenario the final renewable energy production is only about
450 EJ/year because of a higher final unitary production cost of 0.22 $/GJ. In such scenario,
the GWP overshoot comes from the fact that the maximum level of renewable energy
production (450 EJ/year) is lower than fossil energy peak (610 EJ/year). Thus, compare to
other scenarios, in the Degrowth scenario the economy remains even more accustomed and
dependent to fossil energy which prevents a correct anticipation of the necessary transition
towards renewable energy.
Our model clearly shows that in order to have a smooth transition between fossil and
renewable energy that does not negatively impact the GWP (either through a plateau or a
straight decrease), the final unitary production cost of RE production must be sufficiently low
(below 0.2 $/GJ in practice in our model). This requires having a sufficiently high final
technological progress level 𝐴𝑡 for the whole economy (superior to 30 in practice in our
model). In the following section we discuss different strategies that can help smoothing the
GWP dynamic in scenarios that initially present the settings of the Degrowth scenario.

5. Discussion on the implementation of a carbon tax and the way to
use its revenue
The intuition we want to test is to consider that the final technological progress level
̅
𝐴 of an economy, which is the most important parameter determining the dynamics of our
model, is not something that can be changed endogenously by a given policy action. This
asymptotic value 𝐴̅ cannot be known a priori but only a posteriori once it is reached. Even if
as seen in the previous section 4, this parameter is primordial for determining the ultimate
state of the economic system, there must be ways to change the trajectory that leads to this
deterministic end, especially if this path is considered to generate welfare losses. In other
words, the policy actions that must be investigated are the ones that help avoiding as much as
possible the lock-in phenomenon described previously that is characteristic of both the real
world and our model: the tendency of the economic system to stay accustomed to fossil fuels
without anticipating its inevitable supply peak and decline. Starting from a Degrowth scenario
setting, the strategy we propose to avoid its adverse outcome (GWP peak followed by a
straight degrowth phase) is to implement a tax on the nonrenewable energy production and to
use the income revenue of this tax to direct the energy transition dynamics and smooth its
negative impact on GWP. Such a tax could be indexed on the polluting potential of the fossil
energy and more precisely on its greenhouse gases (GHG) content. Even if our model does
not include a climate module able to formalize the impacts of the GHG emissions resulting
from the fossil fuels use, it makes no doubt that such impacts exist in reality.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the main variables of the Smooth, Plateau, Recovery and Degrowth scenarios (and
historical data when possible).

Hence in our model, the tax that we are going to exogenously implement on the NRE
production could perfectly be seen as a carbon tax. It is important to see that the income from
the annual carbon tax can be used in three different ways that can be combined in various
proportions to generate many different policy mixes. The annual income from the carbon tax
could be used to: (1) subsidize the general R&D sector of the economy; (2) subsidize the
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R&D specific to the RE sector; (3) subsidize direct capital investment in the RE sector.
Actually, there is a fourth way of using the income from the carbon tax, it is to compensate
the consumer for its loss due to higher fossil energy prices. This option will not be
incorporated in the following of the discussion because preliminary simulations that are not
presented here showed that it was simply the worse way of using the income carbon tax.
Indeed, all other options necessarily imply some positive spillovers on the potential of
renewable energy production which subsequently affect positively the GWP dynamics.
Providing a free compensation to the consumer cannot generate such positive dynamics in our
model, hence this option cannot be considered as an interesting policy choice in our setting.
In the following of this section we will first present the different equation changes
resulting from the implementation of the carbon tax. Then, the specific mathematical
formalization of the use of the carbon tax income will be successively presented. Finally, we
will propose four policy mixes scenarios and compare simultaneously the results of their
simulations.

5.1 Common equation changes in the model due to the carbon tax
implementation
Let us define 𝑞𝑡 as the unitary carbon tax at period t (i.e. the carbon tax per unit of
fossil energy pollution content, hence expressed in $/tCO2eq, or B$/GtCO2eq in order to be
consistent with the previous sections). It is nil prior to the time period 𝑡𝑞𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 at which the
carbon tax is implemented and will evolve towards the maximum unitary carbon tax value 𝑞
at exogenous speed 𝜆 following a sigmoid increasing form (Figure 7). The maximum growth
rate of the unitary carbon tax occurs when 𝑡 = 𝑡𝑞𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 + 𝑡𝑞𝑡 𝑙𝑎𝑔 .
𝑞𝑡 =

𝑞
1 + exp (−𝜆(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑞𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑡𝑞𝑡 𝑙𝑎𝑔 ))

,

∀ 𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑞𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

(33)

Since the NRE producer has to pay the tax 𝑞𝑡 for every unit of pollution (B$/GtCO2eq), he
has to pay the amount 𝑞𝑡 𝜅𝑡 per unit of fossil energy produced (B$/EJ), with 𝜅𝑡 representing
the GHG emission factor of fossil energy (expressed in GtCO2eq/EJ). Hence, we deduce that
the carbon tax income 𝑄𝑡 of the period t is defined by:
𝑄𝑡 = 𝑋𝑡 ∗ 𝑞𝑡 𝜅𝑡 , ∀ 𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑞𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

(34)

Implementing the carbon tax also logically change the equations relative to the NRE producer
behavior. More precisely, the implementation of the carbon tax implies to respectively replace
equations (5), (8) and (9) by the following (35), (36) and (37).
max Π𝑡 = ( 𝑝𝑡 −𝑞𝑡 𝜅𝑡 )𝑋𝑡 − 𝑣𝑡 𝑍𝑡 ,
𝑋𝑡 ,𝑍𝑡

𝑋𝑡 = [

(𝑝𝑡 − 𝑞𝑡 𝜅𝑡 )𝜃
1

𝐷𝑡 𝜃 𝑣𝑡

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇𝑒 }

(35)

𝜃
1−𝜃

]

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇𝑒 }

,
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(36)

1

(𝑝𝑡 − 𝑞𝑡 𝜅𝑡 )𝜃 1−𝜃
𝑍𝑡 = [
] ,
𝐷𝑡 𝑣𝑡

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇𝑒 }

(37)

In addition to the equation changes previously presented that concern the NRE
producer, some equation changes will also be specific to each way of using the annual carbon
tax income 𝑄𝑡−1 of the previous period t-1.

5.2 Specific equation changes in the model due to the particular use of the carbon
tax income
Let us note here that since we have three ways of using the annual income carbon tax,
each option will use a share 𝜔𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1,2,3] of the total annual carbon tax income 𝑄𝑡−1 ,with
𝜔1 + 𝜔2 + 𝜔3 = 1.
Option (1): carbon tax income used to subsidize the general R&D sector
A first option to use the carbon tax income is to allocate it to the general R&D sector
in order to increase the growth rate of the technological progress level 𝐴𝑡 . Doing so should
also increase the rate of degrowth of the capital cost of renewable energy 𝐵𝑡 through equation
(23). However, since 𝐴𝑡 is also present in other equations, such as (14), (18), and (21),
increasing the growth rate of 𝐴𝑡 will also have other impacts that we will analyze through
simulation. Hence, in order to mathematically formalize the use of the annual income from
the carbon tax to subsidize the general R&D sector, we have to replace equation (20) defining
the low of motion of the technological progress by the following equation (38).
𝐴𝑡 = 𝐴 +

𝐴̅ − 𝐴
1 + exp(−(𝑠𝑡−1 + 𝜔1 𝜀1 𝑄𝑡−1 ) ∗ (𝑡 − 𝑡𝐴𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ))

,

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}

(38)

Where parameter 𝜔1 is the share of the carbon tax income of the previous period that is
recycled as a subsidy to the general R&D sector. The constant 𝜀1 represents the efficiency of
the transformation of the carbon tax income into technological progress gains through general
R&D. In other words it measures the efficiency of the general R&D sector to use the carbon
tax income to produce innovations that materialized in the form of increases in the speed of
convergence of 𝐴𝑡 towards 𝐴. The functional form given in (38) insures that the higher the
carbon tax income of period t-1 and the higher the share 𝜔1 of this income dedicated to the
general R&D sector, the faster the technological progress will converge towards its
asymptotic limit 𝐴.
Option (2): carbon tax income used to subsidize the specific R&D of the RE sector
A second way to use the income from the carbon tax is to allocate it to the R&D that
is specifically dedicated to the renewable energy sector. Doing so will affect the rate of
degrowth of the unitary capital cost of RE production 𝐵𝑡 towards its asymptotic limit 𝑏. An
appropriate way to formalize this is to replace (23) by the following (39).
𝐵𝑡 (𝐴𝑡 ) = 𝑏 + (𝑏 − 𝑏) (1 −

1
) , ∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}
1 + exp(−(𝜏 + 𝜔2 𝜀2 𝑄𝑡−1 ) ∗ (𝐴𝑡 − 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑜𝑛 )
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(39)

Where parameter 𝜔2 is the share of the annual income carbon tax of the previous period that
is recycled as a subsidy to the specific R&D of the RE sector. The constant 𝜀2 represents the
efficiency of the transformation of the carbon tax income into a decrease of the RE
production cost through specific R&D in renewable technology. In other words it measures
the efficiency of the specific R&D of the RE sector to use the carbon tax income to produce
innovations that materialized in the form of RE production cost decreases. The functional
form given in (39) insures that the higher the carbon tax income of period t-1 and the higher
the share 𝜔2 of this income dedicated to the specific R&D of the RE sector, the faster the
unitary capital cost of RE production will converge towards its asymptotic limit 𝑏.
Option (3): carbon tax income used as a direct capital investment in the RE sector
The third option that we are going to explore for using the income from the carbon
tax consists in a direct subsidy to the RE sector in order to increase the amount of installed
capital. This should be seen as the capacity of the RE producer to install an additional amount
of capital at period t thanks to a subsidy that equals the carbon tax income of the previous
period. Hence, to formalize this effect, we propose to replace (13) by the following (40).
1

𝛾𝑝𝑡 1−𝛾
𝐺𝑡 = [
+ 𝜔3 𝜀3 𝑄𝑡−1 ,
]
𝐵𝑡 𝑣𝑡

∀ 𝑡 ∈ {0, … , 𝑇}

(40)

Where parameter 𝜔3 is the share of the annual income carbon tax of the previous period that
is recycled as a direct capital investment in the RE sector. The constant 𝜀3 represents the
efficiency of the transformation of the carbon tax income given in the form of a subsidy at the
previous period into an additional installation of capital in the RE sector. In other words it
measures the efficiency of the RE sector to use the subsidy that is received at the previous
period (equaling the amount of the carbon tax income) to build new capital in the RE sector.
The functional form given in (40) insures that the higher the carbon tax income of period t-1
and the higher the share 𝜔3 , the higher the additional capital installation in the RE sector in
period t.

5.3 Comparison of the simulation results with the common carbon tax
implementation and different ways to use its revenue
Defining the carbon tax profile, the policy mixes scenarios and their specific parameters
As previously mentioned, we make the hypothesis that in all the new scenarios in
which we implement the carbon tax, we start with the settings of the Degrowth scenario
summarized in Table 7. Then, we must defined the exogenous carbon tax variable (mutual to
all scenarios) and the values of the three parameters 𝜀1 , 𝜀2 and 𝜀3 . Regarding 𝜀3 the reasoning
we have taken is to consider that this parameter should have the same value as 𝜌 since both
parameters represents productivities of the transformation of an investments goods into
productive capital, and that there is no apparent reason to think that this transformation
productivity in the RE sector (represent by 𝜀3 ) should be different than the one of the broader
economy (represented by 𝜌). Hence, we define 𝜀3 = 𝜌 = 3. On the other hand, since we have
no clear way to estimate parameters 𝜀1 and 𝜀2 , we have taken the decision to arbitrarily
choose the same value of 0.00002 for both parameters and to define two sets of values for
parameters 𝑞 , 𝜆 , 𝑡𝑞𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and 𝑡𝑞𝑡 𝑙𝑎𝑔 summarized in Table 8 in order to test two distinct
exogenous carbon tax profiles q1 and q2 presented on Figure 7. On this point, it is worth
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noting that the tax profiles were first expressed in dollar per unit of pollution (B$/GtCO2eq).
Then, in order to run this carbon tax in our simulations, we had to express these carbon taxes
per unit of fossil energy (B$/EJ). For that, we took the historical global GHG emissions from
fossil fuels estimated by Boden et al. (2012) and divide them by the historical nonrenewable
energy production presented in Table 1 to obtain an emission factor in GtCO2eq/EJ for each
of our ten time periods between 1850 and 2000. As shown on Figure 8, this average emission
factor is decreasing over time since the share of the dirtiest energy forms (e.g. coal) in the
total mix have been decreasing so far. Considering that the emission factor profile will be
symmetric (with the date of the fossil peak as the symmetric center), we can compute
exogenously the rest of the profile of the fossil energy emission factor up to the end of our
simulation horizon (2300). This is necessary for understanding that on Figure 7 the time
profile of the carbon tax is not sigmoid when expressed in $/GJ (or B$/EJ).
Table 8. Values for parameters defining the two possible carbon taxes q1 and q2.

Parameter
𝑞
𝜆
𝑡𝑞𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
𝑡𝑞𝑡 𝑙𝑎𝑔

Definition (unit)
Maximum level of the carbon tax ($/tCO2eq)
Exogenous rate of growth of the carbon tax (dmnl)
Time period for implementing the carbon tax (time period)
Time lag to obtain the maximum rate of growth of the carbon
tax after its implementation time (time period)

Value for
carbon tax
q1
400
1.6
10

Value for
carbon tax
q2
400
1.2
11

3

5

Figure 7. Profiles of the two carbon taxes q1 and q2 in $/tCO2eq (or B$/GtCO2eq) (left) and $/GJ (or B$/EJ)
(right) to be used in all scenarios with carbon tax implementation.

Figure 8. Historical and estimated average GHG
emission factor per unit of fossil energy in tCO2eq/GJ
(or GtCO2eq/EJ) between 1850 and 2300.
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We can know define the different policy mixes scenarios characterized by their
relative parameters 𝜔𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1,2,3]. We choose to simulate four scenarios:
 General R&D scenario: the integrality of the annual carbon tax income is
allocated to the general R&D sector, so 𝜔1 = 1, 𝜔2 = 0, and 𝜔3 = 0.
 One third for each scenario: the annual income from the carbon tax is split
equally between the three ways of revenue recycling, so 𝜔1 = 1/3, 𝜔2 =
1/3, and 𝜔3 = 1/3.
 50/50 RE R&D/Investments scenario: the annual carbon tax income is split
equally between the specific R&D of the RE sector and the direct capital
investment in the RE sector, there is no additional subsidy to the general
R&D sector, so 𝜔1 = 0, 𝜔2 = 0.5, and 𝜔3 = 0.5.
 30/70 RE R&D/Investments scenario: 30% of the annual income from the
carbon tax goes to the specific R&D of the RE sector, whereas 70% is used
as a direct capital investment in the RE sector. In this scenario again there is
no additional subsidy to the general R&D sector, so 𝜔1 = 0, 𝜔2 = 0.3, and
𝜔3 = 0.7.
Simulation results of General R&D, One third for each, 50/50 RE R&D/Investments, and
30/70 RE R&D/Investments scenarios with carbon taxes q1 and q2
In the Figure 9, we compare the GWP, the nonrenewable and the renewable energy
productions of the four scenarios that include the carbon tax (General R&D, One third for
each, 50/50 RE R&D/Investments, and 30/70 RE R&D/Investments) with their original
scenario Degrowth. What can be observed when comparing the left (carbon tax q1) and right
(carbon tax q2) sides of Figure 9 is that as could be expected, the more ‘initially stringent’
carbon tax q1 induces larger reductions of nonrenewable energy production levels and higher
reductions of the GWP peak. From this Figure 9 it is also clear that introducing the carbon tax
induces the expected main outcome: a smoothing of the GWP dynamics during the energy
transition. Indeed in all the scenarios that include the carbon tax, whether q1 or q2, the peak
and subsequent degrowth phase of the GWP is lower compared to the original Degrowth
scenario that does not incorporate the carbon pricing. In all carbon tax scenarios (whether q1
or q2), the smoother dynamics is displayed by scenarios of type General R&D where the
totality of the carbon tax income is allocated to the general R&D sector of the economy.
However, General R&D scenarios lead eventually to a lower GWP level at the end of the
simulation compared to the original Degrowth scenario and to all other scenarios that include
the carbon tax. A price on carbon and the recycling of its revenue in general R&D does not
necessarily lead to the optimal economic growth. This result support the critics made by
Weyant (2011) about the “price fundamentalism” advanced by Nordhaus (2011), implying
that additional incentives directed specifically to the renewable sector are needed to overcome
its market failures. Such propositions are modeled in the other three scenarios from which
simulations results show that the 50/50 RE R&D/Investments, and the 30/70 RE
R&D/Investments scenarios present more volatile dynamics compared to the One third for
each scenario in which the carbon tax income is split equally between the three ways of
revenue recycling. At first sight, this One third for each scenario seems to be the ‘best’ policy
option since it implies a smoother transition compared to the 50/50 RE R&D/Investments, and
30/70 RE R&D/Investments scenarios and a higher final GWP level compared to the General
R&D scenario. Off course, further refinements of the model would be needed to correctly
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define the ‘best policy option’ for which we do not have an optimization criterion in the
current modeling state. Moreover we have only tested scenarios in which the relative
allocation shares 𝜔𝑖 of the carbon tax revenue remain constant during the entire simulation
time but there is a lot of reason to think that this is different in reality. Nevertheless,
implementing the carbon tax in our model was interesting to see that it seems to represent an
adequate strategy (among others surely) to attenuate, at least partially, the unfortunate future
outcomes featured by the Degrowth scenario. Implementing the same smoothing strategy in a
Recovery or Plateau type setting lead to the same conclusions.

Figure 9. Comparison of the GWP, the nonrenewable and the renewable energy productions of the Degrowth,
General R&D, One third for each, 50/50 RE R&D/Investment, and 30/70 RE R&D/Investment scenarios with
carbon tax q1 (left) and q2 (right).
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6. Conclusions
Through the present article we have developed a theoretical model of endogenous
economic growth that, to our mind, accurately represents the fact that energy consumption is
one of the main production factors allowing economic growth. Our model is able to closely
reproduce the historical production of nonrenewable and renewable energy, and the way they
have influenced past economic growth. To our knowledge, we are the first to develop a
simple theoretical model that can be simulated on real data and indeed correctly reproduce
global historical trends. This is mainly because contrary to other theoretical models we have
ensured that our model respects some fundamental physical limits of the real world. Those are
formalized in the functional forms that we have established for the fossil and the renewable
energy production capital costs. As a consequence, our model is able to reproduce an
increasing reliance on fossil fuels from an early renewable era and the subsequent inevitable
transition towards complete renewable energy that human will have to deal with in a not-toofar future. To our knowledge, the only other theoretical model able to do so is the one of
Tahvonen and Salo (2001), except that contrary to the present work, their simulations were
operated with purely hypothetical values for parameters and could not be calibrated on real
data to reproduce historical trends of fossil and renewable energy production, and economic
production.
By considering several values for the parameter characterizing the level of final
technological progress, sensitivity analyses have underlined the various possible trajectories
for the nonrenewable and renewable energy production and their impacts on economic
growth. Thus, these sensitivity analyses can be interpreted as a way to take into account
uncertainties of the real economy in the stylized model. These simulations have highlighted
that the use of the current price system (energy price and capital cost in our model) does not
necessarily lead to the best path of development because of the uncertainties existing on the
final technological level of the economy and the consequent level of investments that are
needed to reach this uncertain level of final technological progress. The main conclusion of
this paper is rather clear: in order to have a smooth transition between nonrenewable and
renewable energy that does not negatively impact the economic growth, the final
technological progress level of the economy must be sufficiently high in order for the final
renewable production cost to be sufficiently low and ensure an adequate development of
renewable energy. Having a final technological progress that is too low can have harmful
consequences on economic production, from which partial recovery is however possible.
Indeed, in the simulations of our model presented in section 4 we clearly have a threshold
under which a Recovery scenario is no longer possible and only Degrowth type scenarios
occur. Off course, no one is able to predict what will be the value of the final technological
progress level. That is why we have proposed that in such uncertain context, implementing a
carbon tax on the nonrenewable energy production and recycling its revenue could help in the
choice of the best development path that consists in a smooth energy transition that does not
negatively impact the economic production. In particular, our simulations show that in our
model when starting from a Degrowth type setting, splitting the income from the carbon tax
between the different possibilities of revenue recycling (general R&D, specific R&D of the
RE sector, direct support to capital investment in the RE sector) seems to be the best option.
Doing so generates the double-winning situation of having both an increase of the growth rate
of the general level of the technological progress and a decrease of the degrowth rate of the
renewable energy capital requirement which helps smoothing the GWP dynamics.
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In conclusion, our model supports the idea that the economic production of our
society and its combined growth is highly dependent on the energy supply, and more
precisely the net energy that the energy sector supplies to the society. We have shown that
future transition towards complete renewable energy could occur with potential negative
impact on economic growth, in particular if fossil energy peak is not adequately anticipated.
Avoiding such lock-in behavior of our economic system can be (at least partially) done
through the implementation of a carbon price. This would not only decrease GHG emissions
from fossil fuels use, but also allow reaching more rapidly the final technological progress
level of the economy (which is set by thermodynamic constraints). Off course, the model we
have presented in this paper relies on important hypotheses. Despite critics that regards the
neoclassical approach in itself (unique representative agents for households and firms, pure
rational behavior, etc.), our model especially presents the following strong assumptions: the
aggregation of the diverse fossil resources into a unique nonrenewable resource, the
formalization of a unique renewable energy flow, the perfect substitutability of the fossil and
renewable energy forms, the omission of the direct energy consumed by the energy sector
itself (energy productions are net of any direct energy requirement since we have only
considered the indirect energy embodied in the capital allocated to the two energy sectors).
Moreover, our model does not correctly take into account the GHG emissions dynamics and
the associated climate change issue. More precisely, in its current formulation our model
cannot be used to define endogenously the optimal time path of the carbon price, nor the
optimal time path allocation of the carbon tax revenue between the different recycling uses
(general R&D subside, renewable energy R&D subside, renewable energy market support,
etc.). These features could be corrected in more complex models (Integrated Assessment
Models for example) for which our model would prove to be an adequate basis.
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